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General
In combination with an adjustable daylight system, the control system SLS-1+ simulates 
artificial daylight (sunrise and sunset). The control system is suitable for application in 
animal breeding stables, aquariums, terrariums, etc.

The dimming analogue signal, 0–10V or 1–10V, generated by the SLS-1+ control
system will be transmitted to the dimmer modules or dimmable fluorescent lamps.

The dimming functions of the control system SLS-1+ can be started by both the inte
grated software timer and by an external timer signal contact.
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Instructions
When the device is connected to the 230V supply voltage, the small green LED »Power« 
and the red display are lit up at the same time. By simply turning and pressing (turn & 
press) the rotary knob, the eight diff erent menu functions can be selected and set to 
your wishes.

 
1. »CLOCK«  
 (Timer)

Turn the knob and select menu item »CLOCK« (= green LED). During the fi rst startup 
operation, »OFF« will be visible in the red display. This means that the internal software 
clock is deactivated and the start/stop controller of the light dim phase must be
connected to an external timer (see terminals ST+/STi).

Should the internal timer switch function of the SLS-1+ be used, then press the knob for 
5 seconds until bleeping sound and four horizontal dashes are visible on the red display.  
The device is now ready to use the internal software timer. To set the time, shortly press 
the knob and turn to the right hour (0–23) and then to the right minutes (0–59).  READY!

When you want to deactivate the internal timer function again, select the menu item 
»CLOCK«. Press the knob for 5 seconds until »OFF« appears on the red display.

2. »TIMER« 
 (setting switch time)

This menu function can only be used when the internal software timer (see CLOCK)
is activated. By using the turn & press knob you can program 2 time values:
n Example: start time of sunrise 06.45 (= 06.45 o‘clock)
n Example: start time of sunset 20.30 (= 20.30 o‘clock).

When menu item »TIMER« is selected in the automatic mode, you will see the 2
programmed times alternately for control purposes.
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3. BOOST
 (brief increase analogue signal output)

For an optimal ignition of the dimmable fluorescent tubes, the analogue output 
voltage (1–10V) can be briefly increased at the starting moment (inputs of 0.0–5.0 
seconds possible), via menu item »BOOST« and the turn & press knob: 
n Example: time value for boost phase of 1.0 (= 1 second).

When menu item »BOOST« is selected in the automatic mode, you will see the 
programmed time for control purposes.

4. DIM TIME
 (duration of the two dimming phases)

With help of the turn & press knob, you can program 2 dimming phases successively
(1 min to 2 hours and 59 minutes):
n Example: duration dimming phase morning 0.15 (= 15 minutes)
n Example: duration dimming phase evening 1.10 (= 1.10 minutes).

When menu item »DIM TIME« is selected in the automatic mode, you will see the 2 
programmed times alternately for control purposes.

5. DIM MIN
 (Minimum brightness value and optional MIN brightness shut-off delay)

Under menu option “DIMMIN”, a minimum value (minimum brightness of 199 %) and 
a possible shutoff delay of this minimum brightness (OFF or 1 to 10 minutes in the 
evening) can be programmed for the analog control signal.  
n Example: Entering a minimum value of 15 (= 15 %)
n Example: Entering a shutoff delay of 5 minutes (= 5)
 
For checking purposes, the currently set minimum value or the MIN shutoff delay are 
always shown on the red display when the “DIMMIN” menu option is being selected 
during auto mode.

6. DIM MAX
 (maximum value of brightness)

For the analogue control signal, a maximum value (maximum brightness from 
2–100%) can be set at menu item »DIM MAX« by using the turn & press knob:
n Example: input of a minimum value of 85 (= 85%).

When menu item »DIM MAX« is selected in the automatic mode, you will see the 
programmed value for control purposes.

7. ADD-RELAY
 (switch point for additional relay)

With menu item »ADD RELAY«, if needed, an extra relay switch contact (terminal 23/24) 
can be activated for e.g. the on/off switch of additional light groups by using the 



turn & press knob. The relay will be activated or deactivated depending on the pro
grammed value compared to the actual brightness  (input »OFF« (not used) or »1–
100%« is possible).
n Example: input 35 (= 35%).

When menu item »ADDRELAY« is selected in the automatic mode, you will see the 
programmed value for control purposes.

8. MAN
 (manual control of brightness)

By using the turn & press knob in menu »MAN« the controller can be activated (input 
from 1–100% possible). The input value »0« means light (master relay) entirely off:
n Example: input 50 (= 50%)

Display switchover 
 (Current time vs. output signal strength)

During a current active light control phase, the user has the option to change the 
function of the display to:
n »OFF« (= external timer) or »current time« (= SLS clock)
n display the current signal strength (1–100%) of the analogue output.

For this purpose, during an active light control phase, the operating knob must be
turned one step beyond menu item »Main« so that no menu item can be selected. 
Pressing the knob briefly is sufficient to switch over. Three horizontal dashes will be 
visible in the display, as well as the current signal strength on the left:
n dashes moving upwards = dawn function
n dashes motionless = maximum brightness reached
n dashes moving downwards = twilight function

All menu items Default setting  
ex-works

Inherent  
setting values

CLOCK (= current time, e.g.: 14.12) OFF
TIMER (= ON + OFF time, e.g.

START = 06.45 | STOP = 20.30)
   
(= not active)

BOOST (= briefly raising the analogue  
output signal at the starting  
moment for max 5.0 sec.)

0.0 sec

DIM TIME (= Dimming time) 15 min morning/
30 min evening

DIM MIN (= minimum brightness) 1%
DIM MAX (= maximum brightness) 100%
ADD RELAY (= additional switch relay) OFF
MAN (= switchover Auto/Man) Auto
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Further Functions of the LED Lamps

Flow diagram of the »artificial« daylight simulation

Important!  
When the internal SLS1+ clock is used, the twilight ends exactly with the stop time 
programmed in the »TIMER« menu. However, when an external timer (e.g. from 
Agro Computer) is used for activation, the twilight phase ends only after switching 
off the timer and the twilight time programmed in the »DIM TIME«menu.

LED Function Explanation

CLOCK Flashing green  
0.5 sec. on/5 sec. off

Light program is currently activated 
(via external timer).

TIMER Flashing green 
0.5 sec. on/5 sec. off

Light program is currently activated 
(via internal timer).

DIM TIME Flashing green 
0.5 sec. on/5 sec. off

Dawn or twilight function active.

DIM MAX Permanent light Programmed maximum brightness reached.

ADD RELAY Permanent light Switch contact of additional relay 
is activated (= ON).



Technical Specifications

Important!  
The SLS1+ controller may only be installed by qualified electricians. Please observe 
and follow all standards, rules & regulations applicable in your country!

Mains voltage/ 
consumption

230 VAC (+/-10 %), 50–60Hz --- 2.6VA

»MASTER-Relay«
(13,14)

Contact (NO), max. 4 A/230 V
n Contact will close as soon as the current
     intensity > 0%.

Important: Connect a load relay with a higher
switching power between SLS1+ and lighting load!

»ADD-Relay« 
(23, 24)

Contact (NO), max. 4 A/230 V
n Contact will close as soon as the programmed
     threshold value is reached.
n Contact will remain open as long as threshold
     value is not reached.

Important: Connect an additional load relay when
exceeding current specified between SLS1+ and
(lighting) load!

»START-INPUT« 
(St+, STI)

Connection terminal for an external timer (optional).

Important: Ensure to use a potentialfree contact (NO) 
since an internal 12V (7 mA) is used on these terminals.

»ANALOG-OUTPUT« 
(AN+, GND)

Connection for DIM ballast (1–10V) or light dimmer 
with 0–10V control input
I sink = max. 800 mA (ballast 1–10V)
I drive = max. 80 mA (0–10V output)

Note: approx. 200 dimmable ballast lights
(1–10V current sink) can be connected directly to 
a single SLS1+.

Data buffer in case 
of power failure

n Internal software timer = maximum 3 hours
n All other parameters are permanently stored in
     nonvolatile RAM of the processor.



Resetting all settings (»RESET«)
Select »MAN« by using the knob. In the display you will see »Auto«. Press the knob for 
5 seconds until a bleep sounds. READY!

Inquiry about the software version
Turn the knob one step beyond the menu item »Main« so that NO menu is selected 
and NO green menu LED is lit up. Now hold the knob pressed for at least 5 seconds 
until the term »Soft« and the current version number (e.g. 2.05) is indicated alternately 
on the red display.

Error messages (display)

General malfunction

Error source Solving error
E 0 to E 3 Error inside µCRAM section Processor defective, replacing the 

device necessary
E 10 Program »TIMER« faulty:

Start time = Stop time
Reset or adjust program. 

E 11 Program faulty:
Total dimmer time is greater  
than the timer time

Correct program »DIM TIME«
or »TIMER« 

E 99 Internal BACKUP data error Restore exworks program using  
»RESET«

Error image Possible cause / procedure
Red display of the 
SLS-1+ flashes or is 
not lit up, although 
the green »POWER« 
LED is lit up 

Overload or short circuit at the analogue output due to an exter
nal wiring error. In this case, disconnect the wires on trial basis at 
the SLS connection terminals AN+ and GND. When the display 
still does not function, the device is probably defect or network 
voltage is too low.  Just to be sure, measure the 220–240V mains!

The lamps activated 
by SLS-1+ are not 
functioning

n Change brightness (+/) in menu »MAN« by using the turn &
     press knob.
n If this does not work check fuses, relay contacts and other
     external contacts.

The lamps activated 
by SLS-1+ are lit up 
permanently with 
minimum bright-
ness

The control lines of the analogue output (AN+/GND) to the 
lamps or on the dimmer module are possibly exchanged or there 
is short circuit on this control line. Disconnect the wires on the 
SLSconnection terminal AN+ and GND on trial basis. After this 
change of brightness should be visible.

The lamps activated 
by SLS-1+ are lit up 
permanently with 
min. brightness

The control lines of the analogue output (AN+/GND) to the 
lamps is possibly interrupted and/or not connected

ADD RELAY (termi-
nal 23/24) switches 
on immediately

Programmed value is less than or equal to MIN value.


